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Ravine Corridor

- Partial day-lighted stream
- Retain existing paths, roads & parking
- Ravine enhancements (contiguous canopy retention; invasive plant removal)
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**Upper Terrace**
- Park viewing terrace
- Gallery/exhibition space w/parking below
- Parking along Lake Washington Blvd.
- Enhanced hillside woodland
Alternative 2: Shoreline Emphasis – Section #2
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Shoreline

► Shoreline boardwalk
► Seasonal vendor kiosks
► Removal of Piers 2 & 3; additional moorage @ Pier 1
► Public dock for people propelled vessels & transient
► Whaling building: historic/cultural center
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Kite Parcel

- Atrium café
- Main Street plaza / bay view steps
- Tucked under parking structure
- Elevators
- Canoe & kayak storage / rental
- Artist studios
Alternative 2: Shoreline Emphasis – Section #1

- Shoreline Enhancement
- Boardwalk
- Elevated Viewing Platform
- Condo Access
- Elevator
- Canoe, kayak, storage/rental
- Artist Studios
- Stairway to Shoreline
- Main Street Plaza
- Atrium Cafe

MEYDENBAUER BAY PARK AND LAND USE PLAN
Alternative 2: Shoreline Emphasis